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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the problem of differen-
tially private federated learning with statistical data heterogeneity.
More specifically, users collaborate with the parameter server
(PS) to jointly train a machine learning model using their local
datasets that are non-i.i.d. across users. The PS is assumed to
be honest-but-curious so that the data at users need to be kept
private from the PS. More specifically, interactions between the
PS and users must satisfy differential privacy (DP) for each user.
In this work, we propose a differentially private mechanism that
simultaneously deals with user-drift caused by non-i.i.d. data
and the randomized user participation in the training process.
Specifically, we study SCAFFOLD, a popular federated learning
algorithm, that has shown better performance on dealing with
non-i.i.d. data than previous federated averaging algorithms. We
study the convergence rate of SCAFFOLD under differential
privacy constraint. Our convergence results take into account
time-varying perturbation noises used by the users, and data
and user sampling. We propose two time-varying noise allocation
schemes in order to achieve better convergence rate and satisfy a
total DP privacy budget. We also conduct experiments to confirm
our theoretical findings on real world dataset.

Index Terms—Federated learning, Rényi Differential Privacy,
Sampling, Stochastic Gradient Descent.

I. INTRODUCTION

Federated learning (FL) [1] is a framework that enables
multiple users to jointly train a machine learning model with
the help of a parameter server (PS). In the training of FL, the
PS interacts with multiple users to train a ML model in an
iterative manner. Several variations of FL have been proposed,
depending on the information exchanged between the PS and
users. Specifically, there are two broad approaches to FL:
(a) federated stochastic gradient descent (FedSGD), and (b)
federated averaging (FedAvg) [1]. In FedSGD, users transmit
the gradients computed using global model and local datasets
back to the PS for gradient aggregation and global model
updates. In FedAvg, users perform model updates locally and
send the updated model back to the PS for model aggregation.

There are several motivating factors behind the surging
popularity of FL: (a) centralized approaches can be inefficient
in terms of storage/computation, and FL provides natural
parallelization for training, and can leverage increasing com-
putational power of devices and (b) local data at each user
is never shared, but only gradient computations from each
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user are collected. Despite the fact that in FL, local data
is never shared by a user, as shown in recent works [2]–
[4], even exchanging gradients or models in a raw form can
leak information. In addition, exchanging gradients or models
incurs significant communication overhead in terms of the
cost and latency, and it is often the bottleneck of the training
process. Therefore, it is crucial to design training protocols
that are both communication efficient and private. There are
key challenges in federated optimization: (1) straggler problem
where some users are slow in terms of their computation and
communication capabilities, (2) statistical data heterogeneity
across users. It has been shown that FedAvg performance
degrades severely under non-iid data distribution. Specifically,
the data heterogeneity introduces a drift in the local model
updates from the global model. In order to tackle the problem
of user drift, solutions such as FedProx [5] and SCAFFOLD [6]
were proposed. In FedProx, the local loss function is modified
by adding a penality term that penalizes the drift of the local
model from the global one. However, one main drawback of
this framework is that it fails to converge to a global optimum
solution in contrast to the recent FL algorithm, SCAFFOLD
[6]. In SCAFFOLD , the goal of the algorithm is to estimate the
update direction for the server model, and estimate the update
direction of each user. Furthermore, the difference between the
two estimates is used to correct the local updates at the users.

There is a large body of recent work focusing on the design
of differentially private FL (see a compherensive survery [7]
and references therein). Differential privacy (DP) [8] has been
adopted as a de facto standard notion for private data analysis
and aggregation. Within the context of FL, the notion of local
differential privacy (LDP) is more suitable in which a user can
locally perturb and disclose the data (gradients/local models)
to an untrusted data curator/aggregator. In the literature, there
have been several research efforts to design FL algorithms
satisfying LDP [9], [10], which require significant amount of
perturbation noise to ensure privacy guarantees. However, the
amount of noise can be reduced when employing user sampling
[11], where users are sampled by the PS to participate in
the training in each iteration. More specifically, users have
the choice to decide whether or not to participate in the
training process, and when to participate during the training
process. It is worth noting there is a lack of understanding
of the utility-priacy tradeff in FL under the non-iid setting.
Recently, the authors of [12] have proposed DP FedProx under



Fig. 1. Illustration of the private FL framework: Users collaborate with the
PS to jointly train an ML model. In order to ensure some level of privacy,
each user k adds a random noise n

(t)
k,t to perturb the local model update w

(r)
k,t

at each local iteration.

statistical data heterogeneity (i.e., non-iid) assumption, and
analyzed the convergence rate of the FL algorithm under DP
constraints. However, as we mentioned earlier the drawback of
this framework is not achieving global optimality even without
privacy constraints.

Main Contributions: The contribution of this paper is
summarized as follows. We study the problem of differen-
tially private federated learning with non-iid assumption. More
specifically, we propose differentially private mechanisms for
SCAFFOLD 1, a popular FL algorithm that performs rea-
sonably well compared to FedAvg and its recent variation
FedProx under data heterogenity scenarios. In our mechanism,
we perform dynamic privacy budget allocation, where we
reduce the amount of perturbation noise across communication
rounds. We also take into account the impact of randomized
users participation and data sampling on the central privacy and
the convergence rate of the federated learning algorithm. We
also present experimental results to show the advantage of our
proposed mechanisms compared to conventional mechanisms
which use fixed amount of noise.

II. SYSTEM MODEL & PROBLEM STATEMENT

In a federated learning system, there are K users who jointly
train a machine learning model w ∈ Rd by minimizing the
global loss function F (w), i.e., w∗ = argminw F (w) ≜

1∑K
k=1 Dk

∑K
k=1 Dkfk(w), where, instead of direct minimiza-

tion of F (w), each user k minimizes its local loss func-
tion fk(w) = (1/Dk)

∑Dk

i=1 fk(w;u
(k)
i , v

(k)
i ) using its local

dataset Dk = {(u(k)
i , v

(k)
i )}Dk

i=1, |Dk| = Dk, and u
(k)
i is the

i-th data point and v
(k)
i is the corresponding label. Typically,

Dk’s are drawn from unknown probability distributions, hence,
the data across users can potentially be non-i.i.d.

In practice, the minimization of F (w) is done by using iter-
ative gradient-based algorithms such as distributed stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. More specifically, in this
work, we focus on FedAvg with drift control, i.e., SCAF-
FOLD [6]. We describe the training algorithm next (also see
Algorithm 1). The algorithm consists of R (communication)
rounds, where each round is comprised of a total of τ local
iterations. At the beginning of the training, the PS initializes the
global model w(0) randomly, and initializes the global control

1Concurrently, the authors in [13] studied the problem of DP SCAFFOLD
where the amount of noise is the same for every user and fixed across the
training. In our work, our convergence results are general that take into account
the amount of noise per user at each local iteration.

variate c(0) randomly or sets it to 0. Each user k initializes its
local control variate to c

(0)
k similarly. In the r-th round, the PS

samples a subset of users S(r) ⊆ [1 : K], |S(r)| = S, where
we use p = S/K to denote the fraction of sampled users.
The PS then broadcasts the global parameter vector w(r−1)

to participating users, who then set the initial model for that
round by w

(r)
k,0 = w(r−1), k ∈ S(r). Each user k ∈ S(r)

computes its local gradient using stochastic mini batch SGD for
τ iterations, where the mini batch used is denoted by Bk ⊆ Dk,
with size Bk (i.e., |Bk| = Bk). For simplicity, we assume that
all Dk = D and Bk = B. Thus, the mini batch stochastic
gradient estimate of user k at local iteration t within r-th round
is as follows,

gk(w
(r)
k,t−1) =

1

B

∑
i∈Bk

∇fk(wt−1; (u
(k)
i , v

(k)
i )), (1)

where the true gradient of user k ∈ S(r) is defined as,
∇fk(w

(r)
k,t−1) = (1/D)

∑D
i=1 ∇fk(w

(r)
k,t−1; (u

(k)
i , v

(k)
i )). At

each local iteration t, the model is updated using the following
update rule,

w
(r)
k,t = w

(r)
k,t−1 − ηℓ(gk(w

(r)
k,t−1) + n

(r)
k,t − c

(r−1)
k + c(r−1)),

where ηℓ denotes the local learning rate, and n
(r)
k,t denotes

the perturbation added for ensuring privacy with zero mean
and variance E[∥n(r)

k,t∥2] = d(σ
(r)
k,t )

2. The perturbed stochastic
mini-batch gradient of user k at r-th round and t-th local
iteration is denoted as g̃k(w

(r)
k,t−1) = gk(w

(r)
k,t−1)+n

(r)
k,t . Once

the participating user performs τ mini-batch SGD, user k
updates its local control variate as follows,

c
(r)
k = c

(r−1)
k − c(r−1) +

1

τηℓ
(w

(r)
k,0 −w

(r)
k,τ ), (2)

and sends ∆w
(r)
k = w

(r)
k,τ −w

(r)
k,0, and ∆c

(r)
k = c

(r)
k − c

(r−1)
k

back to the PS. The PS aggregates the differential model
and local control variate updates by computing ∆w(r) =

1
|S(r)|

∑
k∈S(r) ∆w

(r)
k and ∆c(r) = 1

|S(r)|
∑

k∈S(r) ∆c
(r)
k . Fi-

nally, the PS updates the global model and global control vari-
ate w(r) = w(r−1)+ηg∆w(r) and c(r) = c(r−1)+ |S(r)|

K ∆c(r),
where ηg is the global learning rate. The training process
continues until convergence or until a preset stopping criteria
is met (such as when the privacy budget is exhausted). In
this work, we assume that the local loss functions fk’s are
L-smooth (hence, the gradients are locally L-Lipschitz). We
also assume that the variance of the stochastic gradient of
one data point is bounded by σ2, and that the variance
of mini-batch stochastic gradient is bounded by σ2/B, i.e.,
E[∥gk(w

(r)
k,t)−∇fk(w

(r)
k,t−1)∥2] ≤ σ2/B.

In this work, we assume that the PS is honest but curious,
where the PS follows the algorithm faithfully, but is interested
in learning about users’ data. We also assume that the final
model w(R) will be released to untrustworthy third party
after the training is completed. Informally, an algorithm is
considered to be differentially private when the outputs of
the algorithm on two slightly different inputs (in terms of a



pre-defined distance) are indistinguishable. Formally, the LDP
guarantee can be described as follows.

Definition 1. ((ϵ, δ)-LDP [8]) Let Dk be the local dataset of
user k. For user k, a randomized mechanism Mk : Dk →
Rd is (ϵ, δ)-LDP if for any two neighboring datasets Dk,D′

k

that differ by at most one element, any any measurable subset
Ok ⊆ Range(Kk), we have

Pr(Mk(Dk) ∈ Ok) ≤ eϵ Pr(Mk(D′
k) ∈ Ok) + δ. (3)

However, the standard LDP defined above is known to have
a loose composition bound [8] when the data is accessed more
than once within the algorithm. Hence, a relaxed alternative
definition, Rényi differential privacy (RDP), that provides
tighter composition bound (on standard LDP) was proposed.

Definition 2. (Rényi Divergence) For two probability distribu-
tions P and Q, the Rényi of divergence of α > 1 is

Dα(P ||Q) ≜
1

α− 1
logEx∼Q

[(
P (x)

Q(x)

)α]
. (4)

Definition 3. ((α, ϵ)-Rényi DP [14]) For user k, a randomized
mechanism Mk : Dk → Rd is (α, ϵ)-RDP if for any two
neighboring datasets Dk,D′

k, any any measurable subset Ok ∈
Range(Kk), we have

Dα(Pr(Mk(Dk) ∈ Ok)||Pr(Mk(D′
k) ∈ Ok)) ≤ ϵ. (5)

Since FL optimization is an iterative algorithm, the privacy
guarantees degrades gracefully with the number of iterations.
It is worth noting that the Rényi DP based composition after
T iterations gives a tighter bound for (ϵ′, δ) DP guarantee. We
next present the privacy guarantees of T sequential mecha-
nisms, each acting on the same dataset.

Definition 4. (Composition of RDP) For a given α, the
composition of T mechanisms Mis, each satisfying (α, ϵi)-
RDP gives (α,

∑T
i=1 ϵi)-RDP.

Definition 5. (Conversion from RDP to DP [14]) If a private
mechanism M satisfies (α,

∑T
i=1 ϵi)-RDP, it also satisfies(∑T

i=1 ϵi +
log(1/δ))
(α−1) , δ

)
-DP.

Definition 6. (Gaussian mechanism [14]) Suppose a user
releases a function f(Dk) of a local dataset Dk subject to
(α, ϵ)-RDP. The Gaussian mechanism is defined as:

Mk(Dk) ≜ f(Dk) +N (0, σ2I).

If the sensitivity of the function is bounded by ∆f , i.e.,
∥f(Dk) − f(D′

k)∥ ≤ ∆f , ∀Dk,D′
k, then for a given σ,

the Gaussian mechanism satisfies (α, ϵ)-RDP, where ϵ =
α(∆f)2/2σ2.

III. MAIN RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we present our results on DP SCAFFOLD.
We first present our proposed scheme and show how we
allocate perturbation noise across communication rounds. We
next analyze the privacy leakage of the proposed algorithm,
followed by convergence rates.

Algorithm 1 Differentially Private SCAFFOLD

1: Initialize w(0), and c(0) = 0 at the PS;
2: Initialize c

(0)
k = 0 at all user k;

3: for round r = 1, ..., R do
4: sample users S(r) ⊆ [K]
5: PS sends w(r−1) and c(r−1) to user k ∈ S(r);
6: for each user k ∈ S(r) in parallel do
7: initialize w

(r)
k,0 = w(r−1);

8: for local iteration t = 1, ..., τ do
9: Compute gk(w

(r)
k,t−1) according to;

10: w
(r)
k,t = w

(r)
k,t−1 − ηℓ(gk(w

(r)
k,t−1) + n

(r)
k,t −

c
(r−1)
k + c(r−1))

11: end for
12: c

(r)
k = c

(r−1)
k − c(r−1) + 1

τηℓ
(w

(r)
k,0 −w

(r)
k,τ )

13: Send (∆w
(r)
k ,∆c

(r)
k ) = (w

(r)
k,τ − w

(r)
k,0, c

(r)
k −

c
(r−1)
k )

14: end for
15: PS computes (∆w(r),∆c(r)) =

1
|S(r)|

∑
k∈S(r)(∆w

(r)
k ,∆c

(r)
k )

16: PS updates global model w(r) = w(r−1) + ηg∆w(r)

and c(r) = c(r−1) + |S(r)|
K ∆c(r);

17: end for
18: PS returns w(R);
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<latexit sha1_base64="JXzBjyZgmsI8ags2tosNzBng8sY=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRS1GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2sxt2J0Ip/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemApu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpyppUCaU7ITFMcMmayFGwTqoZSULB2uHodua3n5g2XMkHHKcsSMhA8phTglZq9Wik0PTLFa/qzeGuEj8nFcjR6Je/epGiWcIkUkGM6fpeisGEaORUsGmplxmWEjoiA9a1VJKEmWAyv3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviQlJjBknoe1MCA7NsjcT//O6GcbXwYTLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTF2BJCNbe3unRINKFoAyrZEPzll1dJ66LqX1Zr97VK/SaPowgncArn4MMV1OEOGtAECo/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ALFFjzg=</latexit>· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="JXzBjyZgmsI8ags2tosNzBng8sY=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRS1GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2sxt2J0Ip/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemApu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpyppUCaU7ITFMcMmayFGwTqoZSULB2uHodua3n5g2XMkHHKcsSMhA8phTglZq9Wik0PTLFa/qzeGuEj8nFcjR6Je/epGiWcIkUkGM6fpeisGEaORUsGmplxmWEjoiA9a1VJKEmWAyv3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviQlJjBknoe1MCA7NsjcT//O6GcbXwYTLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTF2BJCNbe3unRINKFoAyrZEPzll1dJ66LqX1Zr97VK/SaPowgncArn4MMV1OEOGtAECo/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ALFFjzg=</latexit>· · ·

<latexit sha1_base64="sgAPs4AHNBTFNU80YJ5z0tQsErU=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqrhyM1gEV2VGirosduOygq2FdiiZ9E4bmkmG5I5YhoK/4saFIm79Dnf+jeljoa0HAodz7uWenDAR3KDnfTu5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3r7h/0DQq1QwaTAmlWyE1ILiEBnIU0Eo00DgUcB8OaxP//gG04Ure4SiBIKZ9ySPOKFqpWzzqIDxiVlPSIJXoSsUNjLvFklf2pnCXiT8nJTJHvVv86vQUS2OQyAQ1pu17CQYZ1ciZgHGhkxpIKBvSPrQtlTQGE2TT+GP31Co9N1LaPhthqv7eyGhszCgO7WRMcWAWvYn4n9dOMboKMi6TFEGy2aEoFS4qd9KF2+MaGIqRJZRpbrO6bEA1ZWgbK9gS/MUvL5Pmedm/KFduK6Xq9byOPDkmJ+SM+OSSVMkNqZMGYSQjz+SVvDlPzovz7nzMRnPOfOeQ/IHz+QP6ZJYn</latexit>

Constant noise
<latexit sha1_base64="WGbOcyA5ZrO0O2Y9Wzom9DM35YQ=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMrKp68DAbBU9iVoB6DevAYwTwgWcLspJMMmZ1dZnrFZQn4K148KOLV7/Dm3zh5HDSxoKGo6qa7K4ilMOi6387S8srq2npuI7+5tb2zW9jbr5so0RxqPJKRbgbMgBQKaihQQjPWwMJAQiMYXo/9xgNoIyJ1j2kMfsj6SvQEZ2ilTuGwjfCI2Q1wlgrVpyoSBkadQtEtuRPQReLNSJHMUO0UvtrdiCchKOSSGdPy3Bj9jGkUXMIo304MxIwPWR9alioWgvGzyfkjemKVLu1F2pZCOlF/T2QsNCYNA9sZMhyYeW8s/ue1Euxd+plQcYKg+HRRL5EUIzrOgnaFBo4ytYRxLeytlA+YZhxtYnkbgjf/8iKpn5W881L5rlysXM3iyJEjckxOiUcuSIXckiqpEU4y8kxeyZvz5Lw4787HtHXJmc0ckD9wPn8Avy2WAQ==</latexit>

Decaying noise

<latexit sha1_base64="cv+/37YYwZyr9ZKkdfIRaqwoNB0=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXrEcvwSJUkJJIUY9FLx4r2A9oY9lsN+3S3U3Y3Ygl5K948aCIV/+IN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5Qcyo0q77ba2srq1vbBa2its7u3v79kGppaJEYtLEEYtkJ0CKMCpIU1PNSCeWBPGAkXYwvpn67UciFY3EvZ7ExOdoKGhIMdJG6tulnqJDjvrp+ExnD2lFnmZ9u+xW3RmcZeLlpAw5Gn37qzeIcMKJ0JghpbqeG2s/RVJTzEhW7CWKxAiP0ZB0DRWIE+Wns9sz58QoAyeMpCmhnZn6eyJFXKkJD0wnR3qkFr2p+J/XTXR45adUxIkmAs8XhQlzdORMg3AGVBKs2cQQhCU1tzp4hCTC2sRVNCF4iy8vk9Z51buo1u5q5fp1HkcBjuAYKuDBJdThFhrQBAxP8Ayv8GZl1ov1bn3MW1esfOYQ/sD6/AHUgZRQ</latexit>

�
(r)
k,t

<latexit sha1_base64="fGHPmFgpvcY2RGaJJ+O2CVVlRz0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKUI9BLx4jmAcmS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyV948aCIV//Gm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHdFCWfG+v63V1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMstpJ9EUi4jTdjS+nfntJ6oNU/LBThIaCjyULGYEWyc99gwbCtzP/Gm/XPGr/hxolQQ5qUCORr/81RsokgoqLeHYmG7gJzbMsLaMcDot9VJDE0zGeEi7jkosqAmz+cVTdOaUAYqVdiUtmqu/JzIsjJmIyHUKbEdm2ZuJ/3nd1MbXYcZkkloqyWJRnHJkFZq9jwZMU2L5xBFMNHO3IjLCGhPrQiq5EILll1dJ66IaXFZr97VK/SaPowgncArnEMAV1OEOGtAEAhKe4RXePOO9eO/ex6K14OUzx/AH3ucPj9GQ2w==</latexit>�0

<latexit sha1_base64="PM1ijx/Ywt9Wzt9H2NW+3mi/Z1Y=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbuNy8DAbBU5iRoB6DuXiMYBZIhtDT6SRNehm6a8Q4BH/FiwdFvPof3vwbO8kcNPFBweO9KqrqRTFnBnz/28mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t77v5Bw6hEE1oniivdirChnElaBwactmJNsYg4bUaj6tRv3lNtmJJ3MI5pKPBAsj4jGKzUdY86QB8grSohEpmpk65b9Ev+DN4yCTJSRBlqXfer01MkEVQC4diYduDHEKZYAyOcTgqdxNAYkxEe0LalEgtqwnR2/cQ7tUrP6yttS4I3U39PpFgYMxaR7RQYhmbRm4r/ee0E+ldhymScAJVkvqifcA+UN43C6zFNCfCxJZhoZm/1yBBrTMAGVrAhBIsvL5PGeSm4KJVvy8XKdRZHHh2jE3SGAnSJKugG1VAdEfSIntErenOenBfn3fmYt+acbOYQ/YHz+QOCQpXr</latexit>

Communication
<latexit sha1_base64="0pbcakI9TaK0RvbC1zwTlJck3gM=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Ac0oWw2m3bpZhN2Z8US+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBNcg+t+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU0alRlLVpKlLVC4lmgkvWBg6C9TLFSBIK1g3HtzO/+8iU5ql8gEnGgoQMJY85JWAl3wf2BLlKjYymg2rNrbtz4FXiFaSGCrQG1S8/SqlJmAQqiNZ9z80gyIkCTgWbVnyjWUbomAxZ31JJEqaDfH7zFJ9ZJcJxqmxJwHP190ROEq0nSWg7EwIjvezNxP+8voH4Osi5zAwwSReLYiMwpHgWAI64YhTExBJCFbe3YjoiilCwMVVsCN7yy6ukc1H3LuuN+0ateVPEUUYn6BSdIw9doSa6Qy3URhRl6Bm9ojfHOC/Ou/OxaC05xcwx+gPn8wfc+JI8</latexit>

round

<latexit sha1_base64="YlfgbgLALCehobfv1gkGumDK0V8=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6rHoxWMV+wFtKJvtpl262cTdSbGE/A4vHhTx6o/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPjwXX6DjfVmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80dZQoyho0EpFq+0QzwSVrIEfB2rFiJPQFa/mjm6nfGjOleSQfcBIzLyQDyQNOCRrJu++lXWRPmOIwy3rlilN1ZrCXiZuTCuSo98pf3X5Ek5BJpIJo3XGdGL2UKORUsKzUTTSLCR2RAesYKknItJfOjs7sE6P07SBSpiTaM/X3REpCrSehbzpDgkO96E3F/7xOgsGVl3IZJ8gknS8KEmFjZE8TsPtcMYpiYgihiptbbTokilA0OZVMCO7iy8ukeVZ1L6rnd+eV2nUeRxGO4BhOwYVLqMEt1KEBFB7hGV7hzRpbL9a79TFvLVj5zCH8gfX5A5KMkqM=</latexit>

Rth
<latexit sha1_base64="DSs/otLGM3tGcbw7Y+b2owP1uy4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlptcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukfVH1Lqu1Zq1Sv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPfYuMvg==</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="r9qLjt8WRemjCjZRIZvtzftJ2w0=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvi0UQhJJIUY9FLx6r2A9oQ9hst+3SzSbsTtQS81O8eFDEq7/Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBZcg+N8W0vLK6tr64WN4ubW9s6uXdpr6ihRlDVoJCLVDohmgkvWAA6CtWPFSBgI1gpGVxO/dc+U5pG8g3HMvJAMJO9zSsBIvl269dMusEdIYZhl+AS7vl12Ks4UeJG4OSmjHHXf/ur2IpqETAIVROuO68TgpUQBp4JlxW6iWUzoiAxYx1BJQqa9dHp6ho+M0sP9SJmSgKfq74mUhFqPw8B0hgSGet6biP95nQT6F17KZZwAk3S2qJ8IDBGe5IB7XDEKYmwIoYqbWzEdEkUomLSKJgR3/uVF0jytuGeV6k21XLvM4yigA3SIjpGLzlENXaM6aiCKHtAzekVv1pP1Yr1bH7PWJSuf2Ud/YH3+AKJXk5g=</latexit>

Rth + 1 <latexit sha1_base64="JXzBjyZgmsI8ags2tosNzBng8sY=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRS1GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2sxt2J0Ip/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemApu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpyppUCaU7ITFMcMmayFGwTqoZSULB2uHodua3n5g2XMkHHKcsSMhA8phTglZq9Wik0PTLFa/qzeGuEj8nFcjR6Je/epGiWcIkUkGM6fpeisGEaORUsGmplxmWEjoiA9a1VJKEmWAyv3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviQlJjBknoe1MCA7NsjcT//O6GcbXwYTLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTF2BJCNbe3unRINKFoAyrZEPzll1dJ66LqX1Zr97VK/SaPowgncArn4MMV1OEOGtAECo/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ALFFjzg=</latexit>· · · <latexit sha1_base64="/dDa1G+NLVuE4hmxdIiqR4yTaI8=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELx7ByCOBDZkdemFkdnYzM2tCCF/gxYPGePWTvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7cxvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft8rltyyOwdZJV5GSpCh1it+dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NPqDKcCZwWuqnGhLIRHWDHUkkj1P5kfuiUnFmlT8JY2ZKGzNXfExMaaT2OAtsZUTPUy95M/M/rpCa89idcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ16TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm03BhuAtv7xKmhdl77JcqVdK1ZssjjycwCmcgwdXUIU7qEEDGCA8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxac042cwx/4Hz+AK+PjN8=</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="5evcmlplzNWrwsrxfOWCX+JJp1I=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbArQT0GvXiMjzwgWcLsZJIMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7glgKg6777eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5Bw0SJZrzOIhnpVkANl0LxOgqUvBVrTsNA8mYwupn6zSeujYjUI45j7od0oERfMIpWerg/87rFklt2ZyDLxMtICTLUusWvTi9iScgVMkmNaXtujH5KNQom+aTQSQyPKRvRAW9bqmjIjZ/OTp2QE6v0SD/SthSSmfp7IqWhMeMwsJ0hxaFZ9Kbif147wf6VnwoVJ8gVmy/qJ5JgRKZ/k57QnKEcW0KZFvZWwoZUU4Y2nYINwVt8eZk0zsveRblyVylVr7M48nAEx3AKHlxCFW6hBnVgMIBneIU3RzovzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB8/kDiLGNUQ==</latexit>

R � 1

<latexit sha1_base64="JXzBjyZgmsI8ags2tosNzBng8sY=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRS1GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2sxt2J0Ip/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemApu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpyppUCaU7ITFMcMmayFGwTqoZSULB2uHodua3n5g2XMkHHKcsSMhA8phTglZq9Wik0PTLFa/qzeGuEj8nFcjR6Je/epGiWcIkUkGM6fpeisGEaORUsGmplxmWEjoiA9a1VJKEmWAyv3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviQlJjBknoe1MCA7NsjcT//O6GcbXwYTLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTF2BJCNbe3unRINKFoAyrZEPzll1dJ66LqX1Zr97VK/SaPowgncArn4MMV1OEOGtAECo/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ALFFjzg=</latexit>· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="JXzBjyZgmsI8ags2tosNzBng8sY=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRS1GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2sxt2J0Ip/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemApu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpyppUCaU7ITFMcMmayFGwTqoZSULB2uHodua3n5g2XMkHHKcsSMhA8phTglZq9Wik0PTLFa/qzeGuEj8nFcjR6Je/epGiWcIkUkGM6fpeisGEaORUsGmplxmWEjoiA9a1VJKEmWAyv3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviQlJjBknoe1MCA7NsjcT//O6GcbXwYTLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTF2BJCNbe3unRINKFoAyrZEPzll1dJ66LqX1Zr97VK/SaPowgncArn4MMV1OEOGtAECo/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ALFFjzg=</latexit>· · ·

<latexit sha1_base64="sgAPs4AHNBTFNU80YJ5z0tQsErU=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqrhyM1gEV2VGirosduOygq2FdiiZ9E4bmkmG5I5YhoK/4saFIm79Dnf+jeljoa0HAodz7uWenDAR3KDnfTu5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3r7h/0DQq1QwaTAmlWyE1ILiEBnIU0Eo00DgUcB8OaxP//gG04Ure4SiBIKZ9ySPOKFqpWzzqIDxiVlPSIJXoSsUNjLvFklf2pnCXiT8nJTJHvVv86vQUS2OQyAQ1pu17CQYZ1ciZgHGhkxpIKBvSPrQtlTQGE2TT+GP31Co9N1LaPhthqv7eyGhszCgO7WRMcWAWvYn4n9dOMboKMi6TFEGy2aEoFS4qd9KF2+MaGIqRJZRpbrO6bEA1ZWgbK9gS/MUvL5Pmedm/KFduK6Xq9byOPDkmJ+SM+OSSVMkNqZMGYSQjz+SVvDlPzovz7nzMRnPOfOeQ/IHz+QP6ZJYn</latexit>

Constant noise
<latexit sha1_base64="WGbOcyA5ZrO0O2Y9Wzom9DM35YQ=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMrKp68DAbBU9iVoB6DevAYwTwgWcLspJMMmZ1dZnrFZQn4K148KOLV7/Dm3zh5HDSxoKGo6qa7K4ilMOi6387S8srq2npuI7+5tb2zW9jbr5so0RxqPJKRbgbMgBQKaihQQjPWwMJAQiMYXo/9xgNoIyJ1j2kMfsj6SvQEZ2ilTuGwjfCI2Q1wlgrVpyoSBkadQtEtuRPQReLNSJHMUO0UvtrdiCchKOSSGdPy3Bj9jGkUXMIo304MxIwPWR9alioWgvGzyfkjemKVLu1F2pZCOlF/T2QsNCYNA9sZMhyYeW8s/ue1Euxd+plQcYKg+HRRL5EUIzrOgnaFBo4ytYRxLeytlA+YZhxtYnkbgjf/8iKpn5W881L5rlysXM3iyJEjckxOiUcuSIXckiqpEU4y8kxeyZvz5Lw4787HtHXJmc0ckD9wPn8Avy2WAQ==</latexit>

Decaying noise

<latexit sha1_base64="2RRwxLXlY8TROIoM98j2WcOjpro=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXgnoMevEY0TwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ2ApGtzO/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlhzI97xVLbsWdg6wSLyMlyFDvFb+6/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8SdUGc4ETgvdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqfzI/dUrOrNInYaxsSUPm6u+JCY20HkeB7YyoGeplbyb+53VSE177Ey6T1KBki0VhKoiJyexv0ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyoxNp2BD8JZfXiXNi4p3WaneV0u1myyOPJzAKZTBgyuowR3UoQEMBvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8Ai5mNUw==</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="KWh0RLJ0bw8em/x3PU2+HIlN2FQ=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXgnoMevEY0TwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ2ApGtzO/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3Jw3iuW3Io7B1klXkZKkKHeK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+oMpwJnBa6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/mR+6pScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TExppPY4C2xlRM9TL3kz8z+ukJrz2J1wmqUHJFovCVBATk9nfpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2/vEqaFxXvslK9r5ZqN1kceTiBUyiDB1dQgzuoQwMYDOAZXuHNEc6L8+58LFpzTjZzDH/gfP4AjR6NVA==</latexit>

(b)

<latexit sha1_base64="dNaRbtHUcByh+nWByrC7ShFQ0BQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlpuqXK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSvqh6l9Vas1ap3+RxFOEETuEcPLiCOtxBA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MH4A+M/w==</latexit>r
<latexit sha1_base64="dNaRbtHUcByh+nWByrC7ShFQ0BQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlpuqXK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSvqh6l9Vas1ap3+RxFOEETuEcPLiCOtxBA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MH4A+M/w==</latexit>r
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Scheme 2

Fig. 2. Illustration of noise decaying Gaussian mechanisms where the amount
of noise decays across communications rounds: (a) Scheme 1, time varying
noise across communication rounds but fixed noise across local iterations, and
(b) Scheme 2, time varying noise across local iterations.

Dynamic privacy budget allocation: Given a central privacy
target, our goal is to perform privacy budget allocation to
optimize the the model accuracy. Furthermore, we use the
composition property of Rényi DP to adaptively allocate
the amount of noise across communication rounds. We next
present the privacy analysis of the proposed scheme followed
by convergence rate analysis for convex functions.

At each round r, S sampled users participate each with
probability p in the training of the global model. Each user
k performs mini-batch SGD for τ local iterations, where for
each local iteration t, B points of the local dataset are sampled
independently with probability q.

Scheme 1: In this scheme, users perturb their local gradients
with the same amount of noise across the local iterations and
across communication rounds till round Rth. At the beginning



of round Rth+1, users reduces their amount of noise as follows:

(σ
(r)
k,t )

2 =

{
σ2
0 , 1 ≤ r ≤ Rth,

βr−Rthσ2
0 , Rth < r ≤ R,

(6)

where β ∈ (0, 1]. Note that in this scheme, the same amount
of perturbation noise is added across local iterations.

Scheme 2: In this scheme, users perturb their local gradients
with the same amount of noise across the local iterations and
across communication rounds till round Rth. At the beginning
of round Rth+1, users reduces their amount of noise as follows:

(σ
(r)
k,t )

2 =

{
σ2
0 , 1 ≤ r ≤ Rth,

βτ(r−Rth−1)+t−1σ2
0 , 1 ≤ t ≤ τ,Rth < r ≤ R,

(7)

where β ∈ (0, 1]. The main difference here is that the amount
of perturbation noise is reduced across local iterations unlike
Scheme 1. We next present the total central privacy leakage of
DP SCAFFOLD. The intuition behind reducing noise is that
as the training process continues, we expect the gradients to
”shrink” (i.e., converge to zero) and thus it may be sufficient
to add lower amount of noise in the later part of the training.

A. Privacy Analysis

We use the composition property of RDP (Definition 4) to
analyze our proposed FL algorithms. At each communication
round r, each user k performs mini-batch SGD for τ local
iterations. At each local iteration, the mini-batches are ran-
domly sampled (without replacement) from the local datasets,
which which in turn amplifies the privacy level [15]. It is worth
noting that the privacy amplification results by sub-sampling
were developed for the centralized setting. In order to use
these results, the data points must be sampled independently
at random with probability pq for the distributed setting. After
computing the local gradient gk(w

(r)
k,t−1), each user injects a

random Gaussian noise n
(r)
k,t for privacy. For the scope of this

paper, we assume that the users perturbs their local gradients
with amount of noise at each local iteration t, i.e., σ(r)

k,t = σ
(r)
t .

We summarize our proposed scheme in Algorithm 1. We next
analyze the privacy leakage of each scheme as follows.

Theorem 1. Scheme 1 satisfies (α, ϵc)-RDP after R commu-
nication rounds, where

ϵ(1)c =
24p2q2αL2τ

B2σ2
0

×
[
Rth +

1− (1/β)R−Rth+1

1− (1/β)
− 1

]
,

where β ∈ [(5/σ2
0)

1
R−Rth , 1], σ0 ≥

√
5, pq ≤ 0.1, L is the

Lipschitz constant, and α ≤ βR−Rthσ2
0 log(1/pq).

Theorem 2. Scheme 2 satisfies (α, ϵc)-RDP after R commu-
nication rounds, where

ϵ(2)c =
24p2q2αL2τ

B2σ2
0

×
[
Rth +

1

τ
× 1− (1/β)τ(R−Rth)

1− (1/β)

]
,

where β ∈ [(5/σ2
0)

1/(τ(R−Rth)−1), 1], σ0 ≥
√
5 and pq ≤ 0.1,

and α ≤ βτ(R−Rth)−1σ2
0 log(1/pq).

The proofs of these theorems are presented in Appendix A of
the full version of this paper [16]. From the above expressions
we can observe that the central privacy leakage recovers the
case when each user perturbs with the same amount of noise
across time, i.e., σ2

0 . For a given σ2
0 , we can observe that

Scheme 1 leaks less compared to Scheme 2, the reason is that
we in Scheme 2 we further keep reducing the amount of noise
across local iterations which results in privacy degradation
unlike Scheme 1 where the amount of noise is fixed across
local iterations.

B. Convergence Analysis

We next present the general convergence result for the case
when the local loss function fk’s are convex and L-smooth.
We then tailor the bound to specific noise allocation schemes,
and show the impact of noise decaying threshold Rth, starting
noise variance (σ

(0)
k,0)

2, and the noise decaying factor β.

Theorem 3. Suppose the local loss functions, fk’s, are convex
and L-smooth, then for any S = pK, B = qD where p, q ∈
(0, 1], a number of communication round R and local iteration
τ , and any effective learning rate η̃ = τηgηℓ, where ηg ≥ 1
and ηℓ ≤ 1

81Lτηg
, we have,

E[f(w̄(R))]− f(w∗) ≤ 16η̃

τSR

R∑
r=1

∑
k,t

(
σ̃
(r)
k,t

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1:Impact of DP

+
η̃

25η2gSτ
3R

R∑
r=1

∑
t

t−1∑
i=0

(
1 +

1

τ − 1

)i ∑
k

(
σ̃
(r)
k,t−i

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1:Impact of DP

+
1

η̃R
∥w(0) −w∗∥2 + 11η̃KC0

SR
+

15η̃

τSB

(
1 +

τ

η2g

)
σ2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2:Standard Convergence

, (8)

where C0 = (1/K)
∑

k E[∥E[c
(0)
k ] − ∇fk(w

∗)∥2] and
E[f(w̄(R))] = (1/R)

∑
r E[f(w

(r−1))]

The proof of Theorem 3 can be found in Appendix B of
[16]. Our proof is adapted from [6], where the key idea of the
proof in [6] is to keep track of various sources of error. In the
original SCAFFOLD, there are two main sources of error: a)
user-drift and b) control-lag. User-drift occurs due to non-i.i.d.
data used in the training across users, and the fact that local
loss functions are not the same function. Whereas, the control-
lag comes from the fact that not every user updates their local
control variate at every round by design. The main distinction
from our proof to the one in [6] is that the noise used for
privacy needs to be taken into account. Since the gradients are
perturbed, the control variates are also perturbed. Hence, the
noise not only shows up when we bound the user-drift, but
also appears when we bound the variance of the global and
local control variates.

The bound in (8) is consists of two parts. The first part comes
from the standard analysis of convergence rate. The second
part shows the impact of making the algorithm differentially



private. At first glance, the right-hand side does not appear to
approach zero as R goes to infinity. However, one can carefully
choose effective learning rate η̃ to ensure convergence. One can
readily check that if all noise variance (σ̃

(r)
k,t )

2 = 0, ∀k, t, r,
only the standard convergence part remains, and the bound of
original SCAFFOLD can be recovered with a small difference
in the constant coefficient by choosing appropriate learning
rates. By using Lagrange Multiplier method, we can obtain
the optimal effective learning rate, i.e.,

η̃∗ =
∥w(0) −w∗∥√

R

(
16

τSR

R∑
r=1

∑
k,t

(
σ̃
(r)
k,t

)2

+
1

25η2gSτ
3R

R∑
r=1

∑
t

t−1∑
i=0

(
1 +

1

τ − 1

)i ∑
k

(
σ̃
(r)
k,t−i

)2

+
11KC0
SR

+
15

τSB

(
1 +

τ

η2g

)
σ2

)−1
2

(9)

Therefore, the bound in (8) becomes,

E[f(w̄(R))]− f(w∗) ≤ 2∥w(0) −w∗∥√
R

(
16

τSR

R∑
r=1

∑
k,t

(
σ̃
(r)
k,t

)2

+
1

25η2gSτ
3R

R∑
r=1

∑
t

t−1∑
i=0

(
1 +

1

τ − 1

)i ∑
k

(
σ̃
(r)
k,t−i

)2

+
11KC0
SR

+
15

τSB

(
1 +

τ

η2g

)
σ2

) 1
2

(10)

Now we tailor the result to specific noise allocation schemes.

Corollary 1. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3, for
the case when constant noise is added across all rounds, local
iterations and users, i.e.,

(
σ̃
(r)
k,t

)2

= σ2
0 , the convergence rate

can be further upper bounded and simplified to the following,

E[f(w̄(R))]− f(w∗) ≤ 2∥w(0) −w∗∥√
R

(
11KC0
SR

+
15

τSB

(
1 +

τ

η2g

)
σ2 +

K

S

(
16 +

3

25η2gτ

)
σ2
0

) 1
2

(11)

Corollary 2. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3,
by applying Scheme 1, where perturbation noise is allocated
according to (6), the convergence rate can be expressed as,

E[f(w̄(R))]− f(w∗)

≤ 2∥w(0) −w∗∥√
R

(
11KC0
SR

+
15

τSB

(
1 +

τ

η2g

)
σ2 (12)

+
K

SR

(
Rth +

1− βR−Rth+1

1− β
− 1

)(
16 +

3

25η2gτ

)
σ2
0

) 1
2
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Fig. 3. Comparisons of convergence bounds for different schemes, where
σ2
0 = 8, Rth = 200, R = 700, ∥w(0) − w∗∥ = 1, C0 = 1, D = 2500,

B = 500, ηg = 2, τ = 200, S = 8, K = 40, L = 2, β(1) = 0.998 and
β(2) = 0.99998.

Corollary 3. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3,
by applying Scheme 2, where perturbation noise is allocated
according to (7), the convergence rate can be expressed as,

E[f(w̄(R))]− f(w∗)

≤ 2∥w(0) −w∗∥√
R

(
11KC0
SR

+
15

τSB

(
1 +

τ

η2g

)
σ2

+
Rth

R

K

S

(
16 +

3

25η2gτ

)
σ2
0

+
K

τSR

(
16 +

3

25η2g

)(
1− βτ(R−Rth)

1− β

)
σ2
0

) 1
2

(13)

Clearly, all three bounds behave as O(1/
√
R) asymptotically

and converge as R → ∞. However, the effects of data
sampling, user sampling, perturbation noise and Rth start to
show when R is finite. By selecting, Rth = R, both (12) and
(13) revert back to (11). Next, we can see that user sampling
(p = S/K) affects all the terms within (11), (12) and (13). To
achieve faster convergence, p should be as large as possible.
Intuitively, larger p means more information about local data
is provided for training, which naturally leads to larger privacy
leakage. Similarly, data sampling provides the same effect but
to only the term with the bound on the variance of gradient
σ2. For fixed parameters, by directly comparing the rates in
(12) and (13), we can see that (13) has faster convergence. It
is also clear that both (12) and (13) converge the fastest when
selecting Rth = 1 (and fixing all other parameters).

In Fig. 3, we numerically compare the proposed schemes in
terms of their convergence rate along with the baseline scheme
(Scheme 0 in Fig. 3) where the amount of perturbation of noise
is the same across users and time. All the schemes satisfy total
privacy budget (11.5147, 10−5)-DP. From the figure, we can
see the advantage of the noise decaying schemes in terms of
convergence. However, scheme 1 and 2 exhausted the privacy
budget at around R = 500 and 400, respectively. While
scheme 0 can potentially continue training before running out
of privacy budget, it may take significantly longer time for the
model to converge.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the proposed noise allocation schemes, where all schemes satisfy (7.6769, 10−5)-DP. Scheme 2 is shown to have the best accuracy
with the least amount of communication round needed among all private schemes.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
DP SCAFFOLD schemes through experiments. We consider
image classification task on EMNIST-balanced dataset us-
ing logistic regression with negative log-likelihood loss. The
EMNIST-balanced dataset consists of 131, 600 handwritten
digits and letters that can be classified into 47 classes. For
a dataset with ζ%-similarity, ζ% of the local dataset at each
user is filled with data drawn in i.i.d. fashion, and the rest of
the local dataset is filled using the sort-and-partition method
in [17]. This simulates a non-i.i.d. data distribution across
the users. We assume there are K = 40 users, and set user
sampling probability as p = 0.2. A total of 2500 data points
are allocated to each users, and each mini-batch is of size 500,
hence, q = 0.2. The rest of the data is used as testing data.
The training continues until the privacy budget is exhausted
by each scheme, therefore, the number of total rounds R
depends on the noise allocation scheme and the parameters
used. There are a total of τ = 50 local iterations within each
round. We assume all three noise allocation schemes start with
σ2
0 = 8, and β = 0.998 and 0.99992 for scheme 1 and 2,

respectively. Scheme 1 and 2 start decaying at Rth = 200.
The corresponding privacy leakage after R = 600 rounds
are (7.6769, 10−5)-DP for scheme 0. We then use this as the
privacy budget for scheme 1 and 2. As a result, scheme 1
and 2 exhausted the privacy budget at Round 497 and 428,
respectively. From Fig. 4, both scheme 1 and 2 at their stopping
round already outperform scheme 0 at Round 600 for all three
data similarity levels considered. Therefore, with the same
privacy budget, it is beneficial to reduce noise added, which
saves upto 28% of computation and communication.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed DP mechanism for SCAFFOLD
under statistical data heterogeneity scenario. Specifically, we
introduced the idea of using time-varying noise to SCAFFOLD
based on the fact that gradients become smaller as training
progresses. We derived convergence and privacy leakage re-
sults, and showed that the dynamic noise allocation schemes
achieve faster convergence. Through experiments, we showed
that, under the same privacy budget, the proposed schemes
require less computation and communication to achieve higher

testing accuracy. An interesting direction is to see what benefits
we can gain in the medium and low privacy regimes.
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